TERT IARY EDUCAT ION REPORT: 2018

EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Recommendations
Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education
It is recommended that you:
1. note the sector’s Educational Performance Indicators for 2018;
2. note that the TEC will publically release TEO level educational performance indicators (EPIs)
on 11 July 2019; and
3. agree that the TEC release this briefing in full once the 2018 educational performance
indicators have been published.
AGREED / NOT AGREED

Gillian Dudgeon
Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery
Tertiary Education Commission
1 July 2019

Hon Chris Hipkins
Minister of Education
__ __ / __ __ / __ __
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Purpose
1. The purpose of this briefing is to inform you that we will be publishing the 2018 Educational
Performance Indicators (EPI) data on our website on Thursday 11 July 2019.
2. This briefing also provides high level analysis of performance data for TEC-funded tertiary
education organisations (TEO) and outlines any significant changes in their performance.

Background
3. The TEC has published TEO level EPIs on its website each year since 2009. Two new EPIs,
cohort based qualification completion and first year retention rates, were introduced in 2015 to
produce more meaningful EPI measures for universities, institutes of technology & polytechnics
(ITPs), wānanga and private training establishments (PTEs). For these providers, four
performance measures make up their EPIs:


course completion rate,



cohort based qualification completion rate,



first year retention rate, and



student progression rate from levels 1-4.

4. For industry training organisations (ITOs) a different methodology is used. Two new EPIs, first
year retention of apprentices and cohort based programme completion were introduced in
2016. For ITOs, three performance measures make up EPIs:


credit achievement,



cohort based programme completion, and



first year retention of apprentices.

5. The TEC uses EPIs to monitor a TEO’s performance and to inform investment decisions on
funding as part of its annual Investment Plan cycle.

Process for publishing EPIs this year
6. As part of our publication process, we will do the following:


Advise TEOs of the publication date.



Release EPI documents or data for all TEOs via TEC’s website.



Release supporting communications about the EPIs via TEC’s website.

7. TEOs already have access to their individual results via our online applications (apps), My
Performance - SDR and My Performance - ITR. These applications are available only to
individual TEOs and enable each to check their performance prior to us publishing this data.
8. On 5 July, we will update these applications so that TEOs can see their performance relative to
their subsector. We will give TEOs five working days to review this data and prepare any
communications before we publish the information on our website.
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